
Oral pathology 
 

Conspect:  
 

1. Normal anatomy of the oral cavity 

2. Physiology of the oral cavity. 

3.  Mucosal immune system. 

4. Laboratory blood tests 

5. Microbiological investigation 

6. Burning mouth syndrome  

7. Pharmacological foundations of the per oral and mucosal drug 

delivery. 

8. The most common drug interactions. 

9. Drug intolerance and its oral manifestations.  

10. Symptoms and disorders in the oral cavity and maxillofacial area in 

patients with liver diseases. The most common complications during 

the dental treatment. Eventual drug interactions. Dental management 

of the patients.  

11. Symptoms and disorders in the oral cavity and maxillofacial area in 

patients with pulmonary diseases. The most common complications 

during the dental treatment. Eventual drug interactions. Dental 

management of the patients  

12. Symptoms and disorders in the oral cavity and maxillofacial area in 

patients with gastrointestinal diseases. The most common 

complications during the dental treatment. Eventual drug 

interactions. Dental management of the patients 

13. Symptoms and disorders in the oral cavity and maxillofacial area in 

patients with endocrine diseases. The most common complications 

during the dental treatment. Eventual drug interactions. Dental 

management of the patients 

14. Symptoms and disorders in the oral cavity and maxillofacial area in 

patients with cardiovascular diseases. The most common 

complications during the dental treatment. Eventual drug 

interactions. Dental management of the patients  

15. Symptoms and disorders in the oral cavity and maxillofacial area in 

patients with hematological diseases. The most common 

complications during the dental treatment. Eventual drug 

interactions. Dental management of the patients  

16. Symptoms and disorders in the oral cavity and maxillofacial area in 

patients with rheumatoid diseases. The most common complications 



during dental treatment. Eventual drug interactions. Dental 

management of the patients. 

17. Symptoms and disorders in the oral cavity and maxillofacial area in 

patients with nervous system diseases. The most common 

complications during dental treatment. Eventual drug interactions. 

Dental management of the patients. 

18. Viral infections in patients with organ transplantations. Symptoms 

and disorders in oral and maxillofacial area. The most common 

complications and drug interactions during dental treatment. Dental 

management 

 

Written exam: 
 

1. Angular cheilitis. Diferential diagnosis   

2. Glandular cheilitis, Cheilitis granulomatosis. Diferential diagnosis 

3. Cheilitis simplex exfoliativa. Diferential diagnosis 

4. Actinic cheilitis (solar cheilitis). Allergic contact cheilitis, Abrasive 

precancerous cheilitis.  Diferential diagnosis 

5. Ephelides. Peutz-Jeghers syndrome. Diferential diagnosis 

6. Geographic tongue /Lingua geographica/. Diferential diagnosis 

7. Glossitis rhombica mediana. Diferential diagnosis  

8. Varices linguae. Diferential diagnosis 

9. Lingua scarlatinosa and lingua scarlatinoformis. Diferential diagnosis 

10. Plummer-Vinson syndrome.Macroglossia. Diferential diagnosis 

11. Coated tongue. Hairy tongue. Diferential diagnosis 

12. Glossitis related to iron deficiency anemia, pernicious anemia, folic acid 

deficiency. Diferential diagnosis 

13. Leukoplakia simplex. Diferential diagnosis 

14. Lichen planus. Diferential diagnosis 

15. Linea alba. Diferential diagnosis 

16. White sponge nevus. Diferential diagnosis 

17. Candidiasis. Diferential diagnosis 

18. Stomatitis nicotinica. Diferential diagnosis 

19. Dysceratosis congenita.  Diferential diagnosis 

20. Allergic contact stomatitis. Diferential diagnosis 

21. Denture stomatitis. Diferential diagnosis 

22. Infectious mononucleosis. Diferential diagnosis 

23. Lupus erythematosus. Diferential diagnosis 

24. Oral pigmentations- normal findings. Diferential diagnosis 

25. Amalgam tattoo. Diferential diagnosis 



26. Sturge-Weber syndrome. Diferential diagnosis 

27. Hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia. Diferential diagnosis 

28. Drug-induced gingival hyperplasia. Diferential diagnosis 

29. Oro-facial granulomatosis. Diferential diagnosis 

30. Epulis. Fibroma. Diferential diagnosis  

31. Mucocele.Papiloma. Verruca vulgaris.Diferential diagnosis 

32. Pemphigus and pemphigoid. Diferential diagnosis 

33. Herpes simplex infections. Diferential diagnosis 
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